DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL,
GRADE 2 MATHEMATICS ASSIGNMENT 8 26TH JUNE 2020
DIGITAL MONITORING PROGRAMME.
Number patterns
Fill in the missing numbers.
1.

50

48

46

___

42

60

___

40

2.
80

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

69

70

67

75

65

___

61

65

55

____

35

60

58

56

54

____

50

40

30

20

___

49

47

45

43

___

85

75

65

55

___

25

30

35

___

45

8.

9.

********** STAY SAFE**********

DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL,
GRADE 2 HYGIENE AND NUTRITION ASSIGNMENT 8 26TH JUNE 2020
PERSONAL ITEMS
Materials that can be improvised for personal use
.To improvise means to use something else
_We can use a chewed stick in place of a toothbrush
_We can use a piece of cloth if we do not have a towel
_We can also salt in place of toothpaste

Exercise
1. Write True or False
a. We can but use a piece of cloth to wipe our face if we do not have a face towel
b. I can use a piece of paper to wipe my nose if I do not have a handkerchief.
2. Why do we need to take care of our personal items?
3. Why is it important to improvise some materials that we use for our personal care?

~~~~~~~~~~~~Assignment by Md. Judy~~~~~~~~~~~

DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL,
GRADE 2 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSIGNMENT 8 26TH JUNE 2020
FORMATION OF SHADOWS
*Shadows are areas of darkness.

*They are formed when light is blocked by an object.

*They are usually formed at the opposite side of the light.
*A shadow takes the shape of the object blocking the light.
*Shadows can be long or short.
*They can also change the shape and size.
*This happens when the position of source of light changes.
*Shadows are long in the morning and in the afternoon.
*They are usually very short at noon/midday.
*Objects that we cannot see through them forms shadows.
*clear objects like glass do not form shadows.
Practice Exercise
1. When a source ……………is blocked by an object, a ……………is formed.
2. Shadows are formed when there is …………… (Darkness, light).
3. During noon time, the shadows are …………… (Long, short).
4. The shadows form in the …………… side of the source of light (front, opposite).

5. The sun gives us ……………… (Sound, light).
6. Draw and colour a picture of a flag post and its shadow.

*STAY HOME AND BE SAFE*Tr. Bonnie

DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL,
GREDI YA 2 KISWAHILI KAZI YA ZIADA YA 8 TAREHE: 26 JUNI 2020
.

Soma tarakimu hizi
20

ishirini

30

thelathini

40

arubaini

50

hamsini

60

sitini

70

sabini

80

themanini

90

tisini

100

mia moja

Andika tarakimu hizi.

20 _____________

10 ______________

40 _______________

60 ________________

30 _______________

50 _______________

80 _______________

70 _______________

100 _______________

90 ________________

DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL,
GRADE 2 C.R.E ASSIGNMENT 8 26TH JUNE 2020
PRAYER

Read Luke 11:5-10

Fill in the blank spaces with the choices provided in the box at the bottom

1. When we pray we ____ with God

2. Jesus taught his disciples the ______ prayer.

3. We should not get ________ of asking God for help.

4. We should have_______ when we pray

DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL,
INVEST IN EDUCATION
GRADE 2 ENGLISH ASSIGNMENT 8 26TH JUNE 2020
DIGITAL MONITORING PROGRAMME.
A TRIP TO THE LIBRARY
Mugo was on holiday. He was at home with his sister, Ndunge. Ndunge was
preparing to go the library. “Please take me to the library. I want to see what
happens there,” Mugo said to Ndunge.
The two children took a matatu to town. Mugo looked through the window of the
matatu. They got out at the bus stop. Ndunge held Mugo’s hand. They walked
across a road.
A thin man walked towards them. He was carrying a big bag. Mugo was afraid of the
bag. He moved his head down. The man lifted the bag over Mugo’s head. The man
passed. Mugo looked around. There were many buildings. Then he saw the library.
He was happy.
Answer the following questions
a) Where was Ndunge going?

b) How did the children go to town?

c) What was the thin man carrying?

